
 
 
  

Question 68: What process and catalyst changes would you recommend
for a refinery that is planning to process a percentage of resid in an FCC
that typically runs gasoil?  

TRAGESSER (KBR) 

I will let my colleague Mike handle the catalyst side of this question. Like most things in FCC, the answer
starts with, “It depends”, which really applies here as this is a very open-ended question. But in general,
as resid processing is increased, more bad actors will be included in the feed, such as Concarbon,
metals, and sulfur.  

 

 

 

Higher Concarbon in the feed will increase the coke make, assuming operating conditions are not
adjusted to offset it. Therefore, more air will be required for the higher coke make. If the air blower is at
capacity, then oxygen enrichment is a possible option to deal with the higher coke make. However, if the
air rate is expanded, it will be important to review the regenerator cyclones to ensure they can handle
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the higher air rate. 

Regenerator bed temperature could also be an issue with higher Concarbon. This can potentially be
addressed by modifying operating conditions, such as lowering the feed preheat. If enough resid is being
processed, it may be necessary to add a catalyst cooler to maintain the bed temperature. 

 

 

If your unit is operating in partial combustion and has a higher-than-desired carbon on regenerated
catalyst, KBR offers a technology called RegenMax™, as I mentioned earlier, which essentially creates a
two-staged regeneration effect in a single vessel. This modification is accomplished within the
regenerator by installing a baffled packing section, which will significantly minimize vertical mixing of the
catalyst such that the upper section operates in partial combustion and the lower section operates in
complete combustion burning the catalyst clean. 
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It would also be a good idea to maximize the dispersion steam to your feed nozzles, or even consider
replacing them with a design that allows the use of more dispersion steam. 

A properly performing stripper is even more important when processing resid to minimize hydrocarbon
undercarry, so you may want to look at that as an option. 

Processing more resid will also increase slurry make, so it would be a good idea to make sure the slurry
circuit can handle the extra material. 
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FEDERSPIEL (W.R. Grace & Co.) 

What we consider to be critical in this assessment of processing resid – at least catalytically – is to really
understand the quality, variability, and amount of resid to be processed; because depending on the
answers to those questions, there will be two different pathways available. If you are pursuing a short-
term opportunity, then changing over to a new catalyst will effectively not be an option for you. You will
need to examine different potential solutions. So, in the shorter term, one option that might be available
could be the use of purchased e-cat as a flushing agent; again, to handle the increased metals, you will
be moving more catalyst around.  

Knowing your limits of catalyst handling will be critical, as will making sure you have facilities to handle
that purchased e-cat. Understanding which operational constraints, you might have to work around and
what you expect to run into when you process the resid will play a part.
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Assuming this will be a longer run and you will be able to change over your catalyst, then we can start
playing around with the design of the catalyst and get one that is proper for handling resid in there. We
can incorporate metal straps for the nickel and vanadium we would expect to see. There is an iron-
tolerant catalyst that can be used. It is also important to ensure that the pore size distribution is
optimized so we do not end up in diffusion limitations, which could result in an unnecessarily high slurry
yield. We also need to be critical about optimizing the Z/M (zeolite/matrix) ratio and the overall catalyst
activity to address the higher amount of coke that processing resid brings to the table. 
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BHARGAVA (KBC Advanced Technologies, Inc.) 

I want to add that KBC recently evaluated resid processing in one of our client sites by taking the resid
from their crude unit and trying to put it into the existing FCC that was designed for gasoil operation. Just
as a word of caution: Most crudes result in a heavy load of metals, Conradson carbon, and asphaltenes
on the FCC. Very few crudes are suitable for any even 10 or 20% resid processing. So, if you are going
to process resid, you might have to reevaluate your crude composition and look at more paraffinic
crudes that have low metals and asphaltenes to make sure your regen temperature and catalyst
loadings allow you to process that resid. 

Resid processing will again increase fouling coking in the main fraction of the bottom section. In the
previous question, we talked about having additional exchangers, using antifoulants, and injecting LCO
to help with the fouling on the exchangers. For refineries that do not have a post-gasoline hydrotreater
on the FCC gasoline, the gasoline sulfur does have a big impact because it goes up a lot. You can
reduce it by using an expensive proposition on catalyst additives or with naphtha recycling. 
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STEVE AMODA (BASF Corporation) 

I think we talked about both the hardware and the catalyst approaches of handling resid. But before we
make that commitment, I think we need to have a firmer understanding of the resid because not every
resid is created equal. One of the parameters I would like to look at is the tail end or the distillation point
of the endpoint. I know a lot of labs are not able to measure beyond 70 or 80%. However, it is equally
important to know those endpoints, because I think you should choose – again, as Sanjay said – the
tops of crude or the kind of endpoint you want to achieve and match that up against the kind of process
conditions, hardware, etc. you have available. As Paul mentioned earlier, I am a firm believer of the fact
that the resid fraction is not a vaporizable feed component initially; nor is the resid fraction vaporizable or
strippable, which means that the FCC operator will really add to the overall delta coke of the unit. So,
keep in mind that before committing to making these changes, you need to know the distillation tail of
that resid. 

 

DANIEL NEUMAN (BASF Corporation) 

Just one clarification I want to make: Adding resid and Conradson carbon to your unit does not, in and of
itself, result in higher coke make. The unit will re-establish the heat balance, and that new heat balance
may be at a condition that is not acceptable within unit constraints (for instance, 1400°F regenerator
temperature). In response, you may have to change your operating conditions by going to partial-CO
combustion or by reducing your riser outlet temperature. Those actions will change your coke make. But
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in and of itself, changing your feedstock will not change your coke make, just your delta coke. It is a heat
balance calculation, and it is easy to make. 

 

WARREN LETSZCH (TechnipFMC Process Technology) 

If you happen to have a cat feed hydrotreater, increasing the severity would help lower the delta coke.
This could help the operation. Also, rather than trying to blend resid with the gasoil to the maximum
amount, it might be worthwhile to bypass the vacuum tower with a portion of the atmospheric resid to
save energy and provide better control of the feed quality. 

 

MELVIN LARSON (KBC Advanced Technologies, Inc.) 

I want to emphasize the fouling element. KBC has been on units where there was a severe resid
hydrotreater, and the slurry circuit still fouled rather rapidly. The asphaltenes that come into the unit do
not necessarily react. They will come through and preserve asphaltene material in the slurry circuit.
Even though you might get acceptable reactor yields, your fouling of the hardware and your slurry circuit
system can really have a negative effect on your being able to achieve your pre-set economic goals. So,
you have to look at the lifecycle of that hardware in this heat removal system because the hardware may
limit your ability to be profitable. 

 

ZIAD JAWAD (Phillips 66) 

To add to Steve’s comments about resid distillation endpoint, anytime you notice the endpoint of your
feed going down, even if you add resid to the unit, or in advance of a feed change, you should take a
baseline of your reactor overhead line pressure drop. There is a possibility of coking in the overhead
line. It is always good to have a baseline; so going forward, you will know if you have an increased
amount of coking. You can do other things like thermal scans of the overhead line, if accessible. And if
you are going to add reside, especially if it is just for a short period of time, consider passivation of feed
metals. 

  

PHILLIP NICCUM (KP Engineering, LP) 

I would like to answer this question in the context of the marine fuel oil question we have been
discussing. The questions might be phrased a little differently by the refinery manager: If we put some
residue in the FCC unit and take out some of the gasoil feeds so we can send that to the ships, how
much will our feed rate and conversions be impacted? What is the net result? In many – probably most –
cases, people are already using their available air. So, the question may be: What can you do with what
you have? 
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BOB LUDOLPH [Shell Global Solutions (US) Inc.] 

Let us not forget about flue gas emissions in this discussion. Depending on your combustion mode, if
you are using additives for controlling your emissions, the additive performance may shift as the resid
content of the feed increases. You may have to worry about SOx (sulfur oxide). Perhaps the operation of
your flue gas boiler may lead to higher NOx (nitrogen oxide). If you require higher catalyst additions,
which results in more fines going through the system, you may face higher stack opacity. So, be mindful
of the emission implications when you are evaluating the incentive for cracking resid. 

 

MICHAEL FEDERSPIEL (W.R. Grace & Co.) 

One specific challenge related to catalyst in processing resid is achieving a proper balance of metals
tolerance, catalyst activity, and bottoms upgrading. Recommendations on catalyst changes will be
dependent on the quality and variability of the resid. It is critical to understand these parameters. 

For example, when processing resid, refiners experience an increase in metals contamination on the
circulating equilibrium FCC catalyst. The crude slate will determine the type of metals that will be present
in the resid being processed in the FCC. Understanding the metals profile, which includes both the
expected concentration and variability in concentration of contaminants, is critical in a catalyst selection
strategy. Different strategies are implemented for varying types of metals. Catalyst strategies – such as
catalyst reformulation, increased catalyst additions, and introduction of a flushing purchased equilibrium
catalyst – are all options that should be considered when dealing with significantly increased metals
contamination.  

  

One of the contaminant metals that needs to be addressed is nickel (Ni). Higher levels of Ni on
equilibrium catalyst cause incremental coke and dry gas, principally as increased hydrogen. Addressing
the increase in Ni is particularly important if the unit is expected to experience, or is currently
experiencing, wet gas compressor limitations. The negative impacts of Ni can be offset by catalyst
reformulation, antimony injection, or a combination of both. Catalyst can be formulated to incorporate
nickel trapping components. Grace utilizes a matrix alumina to trap nickel to reduce the harmful effects.
In this system, nickel that deposits on the catalyst undergoes a solid-state chemical reaction that
diminishes nickel’s dehydrogenation activity36. Figure 1 shows how a refinery utilized a nickel trap to
help reduce the harmful impacts of the metal. The refinery was able to achieve similar dry gas despite
the increase in nickel.
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Figure 1. Gas Factor versus Nickel Equivalent 

Antimony (Sb) injection can also be utilized to offset the harmful effects of Ni. Industry data suggests
that typical refiners start to use Sb at nickel levels of 1,000 ppm (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Industry E-Cat Data: Sb (ppm) versus Ni (ppm) 

 

Vanadium can also become an issue when processing resid because it destroys zeolite and increases
the production of coke and dry gas. Vanadium takes the form of vanadic acid, which is volatile in the
regenerator; and as a result, it is mobile. Vanadic acid is a strong acid that destroys zeolite by hydrolysis
of its silica/alumina framework. Vanadium also acts as a dehydrogenation catalyst; however, the
dehydrogenation activity of vanadium is roughly one-fourth that of nickel. It is advantageous to trap the
vanadium into an inert form. Grace uses an integral rare-earth trap technology, which has proven to be
very effective for controlling vanadium poisoning. The rare earths are “basic” oxides and can react with
vanadic acid, trapping it and preventing reaction with the zeolite to reduce the harmful impact of the
metal. 

Iron (Fe) and calcium (Ca) are other metals that can pose potential complications when processing a
percentage of resid. To address iron and calcium problems, it is crucial to have an FCC catalyst that is
designed to resist negative impacts of the metals. High-alumina catalysts, especially catalysts with
alumina-based binders and matrices, are best suited to process iron- and calcium-containing feeds
because they are more resistant to the formation of the low melting-point phases that destroy the
surface pore structure. To avoid experiencing negative impacts due to these metals, refiners should
evaluate switching to a more iron/calcium-resistant catalyst and may also consider higher catalyst
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addition rates to flush the metals from the system. 

  

One catalyst strategy that can be implemented in conjunction with catalyst reformulation is the use of
purchased e-cat as a flushing media. Purchased e-cat will need to be evaluated to ensure that it is the
proper quality for a resid application. If available, a purchased e-cat with low metal content and the
proper zeolite-to-matrix should be selected as a flushing catalyst. It can be challenging to identify a
suitable e-cat, since many e-cats available for purchase are from VGO units whose catalysts are not
designed to handle resid feedstock.  

To prepare for the increased metals loading and the anticipated increase in total catalyst additions, it is
important to assess the capability of your catalyst transfer and loading systems to handle the higher
rates of solids. 

Another specific challenge is targeting the proper catalyst activity for the new mode of operations.
Regenerator temperature typically increases when processing a percentage of resid. To stay within
regenerator temperature limitations, fresh catalyst activity will need to be reduced to allow for increased
catalyst additions to purge contaminate metals.  

Another change that will need to be considered is the catalyst design. The catalyst needs to be
formulated to improve bottoms cracking while maintaining superior coke selectivity, which will help offset
the higher bottoms yield. Optimum pore volume, pore size distribution, and zeolite-to-matrix ratio are
crucial to optimizing bottoms cracking and coke selectivity. It is recommended that you have a
discussion with your catalyst supplier to ensure that you are receiving the optimum catalyst for the new
mode of operation.  

In addition to catalyst changes, operational changes will also need to be considered when processing
resid. Regenerator temperature may become an issue and can be addressed by reducing riser
temperature, reducing feed rate, or, if available, adjusting catalyst cooler duty. 

  

Decreasing feed preheat is another option that can be considered, but feed nozzle operations should be
monitored when making adjustments to preheat. The minimum feed temperature while processing resid
could be different than processing vacuum gasoil. Understanding this minimum feed temperature is
important for ensuring proper feed atomization. There can be a point where regenerator temperature
increases instead of decreases when feed preheat is decreased. If this occurs, it will indicate that the
feed atomization is not adequate at the set feed temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Regenerator Temperature as a Function of Feed Temperature 

 

In conclusion, it is critical to understand the quality, consistency, and quantity of the resid that will be
processed in the unit. This knowledge is needed to create a well-thought-out catalyst and operating
strategy for successfully processing resid in the unit. 

 

SANJAY BHARGAVA (KBC Advanced Technologies) 

Process changes center around maintaining conversion due to higher delta coke resulting from higher
Concarbon resid processing and the combustion air requirement. In the absence of a redesign of feed
nozzles, naphtha recycles, a cat cooler, or two-stage regenerators, the process changes we recommend
include higher dispersion steam to minimize high regen temperature to maintain cat-to-oil ratio and
conversion. The other change that would allow resid processing would be to evaluate FCC-friendly
crudes that are more paraffinic, and which have low metals and low Concarbon to allow for economical
operation. Resid processing will increase fouling in exchangers as a result of asphaltene deposition in
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the slurry exchangers. 

Catalyst changes and using additives together is an efficient way to allow for resid processing without
expensive capital investment and allows for the flexibility of returning the operation back to gasoil
cracking, as economics permit. The addition of resid increases the average size of the molecules,
requiring a more active matrix with a larger average pore size for enhanced bottoms cracking (similar to
the addition of a bottoms cracking additive if the base catalyst is not changed). The addition of resid also
needs more metals-resistant catalyst to counter the effect of higher coke and gas due to higher Ni, V,
and possibly Na in the feed, in spite of higher cat additions to maintain MAT activity. More coke and gas
selectivity assists in reducing the deleterious effect of higher coke make tendency of resid feeds due to
both higher Concarbon and the more refractive nature of the resid feeds. Catalyst additives, besides
naphtha recycle, can also be used to reduce SOx by 15 to 30%. Bigger changes will need feed
pretreatment and/or flue gas desulfurization. 

 

REBECCA KUO (BASF Corporation) 

If an FCC unit that typically runs gasoil starts to process a percentage of resid, the first step is to analyze
the feed properties to understand metals content (particularly Ni, V, Na, Ca, etc.), gravity, and
Concarbon (Conradson carbon). If possible, input these new feed properties into a kinetic model – such
as FCC-SIM – to understand the impact on yields and conversion. If there will be a large amount of
Concarbon in the feed, leading to higher delta coke, the model is useful to see which handles can be
used (such as riser outlet temperature, feed temperature, or feed rate) to lower the delta coke within unit
constraints. A long-term strategy is to reformulate to a lower delta coke (more coke-selective) catalyst. If
there will be a larger number of metals that lower activity (such as V, Na, or Ca), a short-term mitigation
strategy is to increase the catalyst additions (whether fresh or purchased) to dilute the metals in the
circulating inventory. If the refinery plans to process this higher amount of resid for a longer amount of
time, another strategy is to reformulate the fresh catalyst to a higher activity [through higher SA (surface
area) and/or REO (rare-earth oxides)] to counteract the loss in activity. Refiners can also use V
(vanadium) traps, either loaded separately as an additive or pre-blended into the catalyst formulation, to
trap vanadium and prevent activity loss. If there will be a larger number of metals (such as Ni) that cause
dehydrogenation reactions, a short-term mitigation strategy is to inject antimony (Sb) into the feed.
However, while Sb is very effective at passivating Ni, it can cause NOx emissions or bottoms fouling to
increase in certain scenarios. Many refiners also do not have the capability to inject Sb. A long-term
mitigation strategy is to reformulate to a fresh catalyst that is designed for metals passivation. These
technologies include specialty aluminas incorporated within the catalyst particle which passivate Ni and
BASF’s Boron-Based Technology (such as BoroCat™ and Borotec™) which uses mobile boron to
passivate Ni. If refiners do have the ability to use Sb, it is recommended to combine with a metals-
tolerant catalyst as the benefits are cumulative. 
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